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Fig. 1. Overall concept for Chiricahua Leopard Frog re-establishment in the LCNCA region. Shaded blue areas 
represent “metapopulation” clusters. Arrows indicate expected connections established by frog dispersal 
from re-establishment and existing population sites. Site names are in Figure 2. Other native aquatic 
species may be included in some of the sites. 
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Introduction 

This document contains the detailed, annotated list of sites identified by the FROG Project for potential 

renovation to support establishment of native aquatic species, especially the Chiricahua Leopard Frog, in the 

Las Cienegas National Conservation Area (LCNCA), centered on Empire Cienega (= Cienega Creek in the 

Empire Valley), Pima and Santa Cruz counties, Arizona. Gila Topminnow, Mexican Gartersnake, and Gila 

Chub may also be included in the restoration efforts. 

Although not included in this document, which focuses on LCNCA, FROG Project does include the entire 

Cienega Creek drainage basin, particularly upstream of the NCA. Private and Pima County-owned ponds in 

the Clyne-Sands ranch (Fig. 1) are closely associated with an NCA-owned tank, but the project objectives also 

require work with other private owners, as well as survey at Babocomari and non-native species control in 

larger portions of the Sonoita Grasslands area. Among non-NCA work sites, only the one in the Clyne-Sands 

area is included in this report. Further work proposals will be in an expanded document. 

Prefatory to the detailed list are: an outline of FROG Project; an explanation of its landscape and ecosystem 

design considerations; description and tabulation of criteria for site selection; and mention of aquatic vegetation 

considerations for restoration sites. The detailed site gazetteer includes proposed work actions for each site. 

Project Goal: 

Restore and preserve viable populations of native aquatic species in Las Cienegas National Conservation 

Area, adjoining Empire Valley, and surrounding montane areas in Cienega Creek drainage basin. 

Project Objectives: 

1. Create, renovate, and protect habitat for at-risk species: 

 Chiricahua Leopard Frog (Rana chiricahuensis – Federally Threatened) 

 Mexican Gartersnake (Thamnophis eques – Candidate for Federal listing as Threatened) 

 Native Fishes: 

 Gila Topminnow (Poeciliopsis occidentalis – Federally Endangered) 

 Gila Chub (Gila intermedia – Federally Endangered) 

 Longfin Dace (Agosia chrysogaster – State of Arizona Species of Concern) 

2. Eliminate non-native species that threaten native aquatic species (in priority order): 

 American Bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana) 

 Mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis) 

 Northern Crayfish (Orconectes virilis) 

 Green Sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus) 

 other non-native predatory fishes 

3. Establish at-risk native aquatic species in new and renovated habitat.  

4. Engage local communities in conservation of native aquatic biodiversity: 

 Reach agreements to eradicate non-native species. 

 Develop program and agreements to host native species. 

 Involve local residents in fieldwork, monitoring, education, and outreach. 
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Landscape and Ecosystem Concept for Aquatic Species Restoration. 

The primary species we are focused on is the Chiricahua Leopard Frog. The work plan is to propagate and 

head-start frogs for translocation at the egg and tadpole stage to renovated, exotics-free habitat. Areas from 

which frogs may disperse to Cienega Creek are favored. Translocation target sites and renovation sites are 

designed in clusters within which interchange may occur by frog dispersal.  

Chiricahua Leopard Frogs and other native Southwestern ranid frogs persist primarily in relatively warmwater 

sites. Warm winter water temperature apparently protects the frogs from chytridiomycosis. Cienega Creek, 

although otherwise optimal habitat, is relatively cold. Establishment of frog populations in relatively warmwater 

sites, supported by wells in bajada positions above the colder mid-valley bottomlands, may support a 

population in the Cienega Creek bottomlands. This maximizes the probability of adaptation or other 

phenomena permitting the Chiricahua Leopard Frog to re-establish a viable, large population in Cienega 

Creek. 

Cienega Creek hosts one of the last remaining Mexican Gartersnake populations in the United States. 

Populations of this snake in southeastern Arizona are found with an abundant food supply of ranid frogs and 

salamanders or fishes: the Cienega Creek population has declined markedly since the 1980’s as ranid frogs 

have declined.  The landscape plan is designed to supplement the leopard frog population in Cienega Creek to 

the benefit of the Mexican Gartersnake, as well as other species. 

Habitat created or renovated by FROG Project for the Chiricahua Leopard Frog will be suitable for the Gila 

Topminnow and in some cases large enough to aid in recovery. In addition, the combination of leopard frogs 

and native fish creates suitable conditions for establishing the Mexican Gartersnake. Working with the 

Gartersnake Working Group, which is focused on the Mexican and Narrow-headed gartersnakes in Arizona 

and New Mexico, it may be possible to establish captive-born young Mexican Gartersnakes at new population 

sites. 

Chiricahua Leopard Frog tadpoles are more resistant to predation by predatory aquatic invertebrates than are 

Bullfrog tadpoles, whereas Bullfrog tadpoles are unpalatable to most predatory fishes(David Kahrs and P. 

Rosen, unpublished). Gila Topminnows and native leopard frogs thrive together (P. Rosen, unpublished). 

However, Topminnows can reduce aquatic invertebrate abundance and thus may enhance Bullfrog breeding 

success, should Bullfrogs arrive at the sites. Further, drying a site with native fish to help eliminate Bullfrogs 

presents more complications than a fishless site. Our proposed design therefore includes some fish-free 

restoration ponds.  

Topminnows are easily propagated and could readily be established at numerous FROG Project restoration 

sites. In contrast, Gila Chubs are cost-intensive to propagate, and may be more difficult to establish at 

numerous sites, especially small sites, that are restored for the Chiricahua Leopard Frog. This is a larger fish, 

requiring a larger habitat to support a viable population, and presumably will utilize deep open water to a 

greater extent than topminnows and dace. The Gila Chub also preys readily on leopard frog tadpoles and 

would likely reduce leopard frog breeding success and population size (P. Rosen, unpublished). The Gila Chub 

avoids eating bullfrog tadpoles but consumes predatory aquatic insects, and thus is predicted to facilitate 

Bullfrog abundance and dispersal. However, the Gila Chub can be an important dietary element for the 

Mexican Gartersnake. For these reasons, FROG Project recommendations for inclusion of the Gila Chub in 

aquatic species restoration sites include reliably perennial deepwater sites, especially those with limited 

Bullfrog invasion potential. Chubs sites may also be identified for potential to establish new populations of the 

Mexican Gartersnake.  
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Cienega Creek comprises the only cienega in the United States still hosting a thriving, all-native assemblage of 

freshwater fishes. The primary threat to these fishes is establishment of non-native fish in the creek. The Gila 

Topminnow is severely threatened by Mosquitofish. The Gila Chub is also threatened by Green Sunfish, and 

may be threatened by other cienega-stream-adapted fishes such as bullhead catfishes. The primary source of 

the non-native species of greatest concern is the proliferation of yard and ranch ponds stocked with 

mosquitofish, sunfish, and bass. Bullfrogs and Northern Crayfish, which also threaten native aquatic 

vertebrates, also use and may be released in such ponds.  

Our landscape plan thus includes buffer regions against Bullfrog dispersal and work with landowners to 

discourage the use of Mosquitofish for mosquito control. The most feasible method for eliminating the use of 

the Mosquitofish would be to offer the Gila Topminnow in its stead. Other options are possible, but unsuitable, 

as discussed below (see below, Need for Native Fish Use in Private Ponds). The Gila Topminnow is the 

optimal choice, although pupfish, assuming genetic issues are resolved, will be equally or more useful. As 

detailed below, the Gila Chub, and potentially other large native fishes, are also key for preventing the eventual 

spread of harmful exotic species into Cienega Creek.  

To summarize, the landscape plan for the FROG Project involves: 

 Release of captive-propagated Chiricahua Leopard Frogs into Cienega Creek and pond habitat sites 

surrounding the creek bottomlands selected for renovation. The number of renovation sites (up to 10) will 

be constrained by available frogs and funds. 
 

 Establishment of Gila Topminnows in many and Gila Chubs in some of the renovated pond sites.  
 

 Development of conditions leading to release of captive-propagated Mexican Gartersnakes in renovated 

pond sites, especially those with suitable prey bases of frogs and native fishes. 
 

 Engagement with willing private landowners to establish these native species instead of non-native aquatic 

animals in privately controlled waters. 

 Criteria for Selecting Potential Renovation Sites (Table 1) 

Potential renovation sites should have perennial water. However, the Chiricahua Leopard Frogs may utilize 

near-perennial sites that only dry under exceptional circumstances if strong metapopulation dynamics exist. 

Nearby sites may supply dispersing frogs from near-perennial sites to augment perennial-site populations, 

which may in turn repopulate near-perennial sites following severe drought. 

Assurance of water supply for perennial sites may be via shallow groundwater, springs, runoff, or wells. For 

this project, the preferred water supply is well-water. Shallow groundwater and springs complicate habitat 

drying that may become necessary to remove non-native species that may arrive. Runoff is too unpredictable 

in most sites to provide completely reliable perennial water. However, all four kinds of water supply are 

considered adequate for FROG Project restoration sites in which non-native species arrival is expected 

unlikely and non-native species eradication is at least feasible.  

Maximum water depth at renovation sites for leopard frogs should be a minimum of approximately 0.75 m. 

Most sites meet or can be made to meet this criterion. Perennial water surface area suitable for use by leopard 

frogs may range down to 3-m2, but sites less than 5-m in diameter are not included here unless within 300-m of 

a larger site. These criteria are also suitable for the Gila Topminnow in perennial water.   

Chiricahua Leopard Frog populations have persisted in aboveground storage tanks (ca. 5+ meters diameter) in 

situations where egress-ingress is impossible. Such sites may protect populations by excluding disease as well 
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as non-native aquatic predators. To increase the diversity of environmental types and thus discover modes of 

protecting species against multiple threats – some of which are incompletely understood – aboveground water 

storage tanks are included in the list of acceptable Chiricahua Leopard Frog restoration sites. 

 

Fig. 2. Site names for potential renovation - native species establishment sites in the Las Cienegas region. 
Perennial stream reaches are shown in light blue; wetlands under construction by BLM and AGFD in the 
cienega bottomlands are indicated by dark blue arrow.  Other symbols as in Fig. 1. 

Gila Chub establishment sites would be restricted to larger, deeper waters that are reliably permanent. While 

this will sacrifice population size for the Chiricahua Leopard Frog, populations may nonetheless persist if there 

is suitable cover for tadpoles, and testing this species combination appears worthwhile. Because they facilitate 

bullfrog reproductive success, Gila Chub establishment in locations subject to Bullfrog colonization would be 

detrimental to ranid frog and gartersnake conservation 

For the Mexican Gartersnake, potential establishment sites should be restricted to sizable (roughly, ≥ 10-m 

diameter) with abundant frog and fish populations capable of supporting adult females and reliable fish 

populations capable of supporting rapid growth by neonatal and small juvenile snakes. Gartersnakes might 

extirpate prey species in smaller sites. 

All sites proposed by FROG Project for native species establishment would be free from non-native aquatic 

vertebrates and crayfish, although exceptions could arise.  

FROG Project has considered 86 sites for possible restoration. In this document, we only present 22 Class 1 

sites that we judged potentially highly suitable for renovation for the Chiricahua Leopard Frog. A summary of 

evaluation criteria and the adopted priority ranking for renovation sites is in Table 1. Table 1 does not capture 
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all the subtle criteria considered, but the quantitative ranking shown nearly matches the adopted site priority 

rankings presented in the annotated site list. 

Criteria for Coexistence of Cattle Grazing and Native Species at Potential Renovation Sites 

The system of cattle grazing used on the Las Cienegas NCA is such that special fencing may be required for 

native aquatic species persistence. The grazing system in current use at Las Cienegas NCA typically involves 

very large herds (several hundred or more head) infrequently but intensively using pastures and their water 

sources. On some adjoining areas, notably Clyne Ranch, where FROG Project plans conservation work, 

smaller herds are present and short-term impacts on aquatic sites are less dramatic thereby allowing these 

sites to be unfenced. 

Under intensive short-term use by large herds of cattle, part of the habitat for native aquatic species must be 

fenced to prevent excessive trampling of banks and shallows, muddying of water, and depletion of water. 

Under these conditions, FROG Project proposes to partially fence ponds or construct twin-tank systems, with 

one fenced tank (Figure 3). Pastures with multiple dispersed water sources, notably those used in summer 

when rain pools and ephemeral tanks hold water, are less subject to concentrated cattle impacts on aquatic 

sites. In these circumstances, some fencing is likely still necessary. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed renovation design types for tanks to support native aquatic species at Las Cienegas NCA. 
Supplemental water would come via pipeline from nearby wells to ensure perennialtiy where needed (dark 
blue). Runoff may support additional seasonal habitat (light blue). Fences to protect some of the habitat 
from overuse by cattle (black lines) would be designed to accommodate needs of livestock and native 
species. A twin-tank design is shown at left and partial fencing design at right. 

With smaller herds and lower short-term impacts of cattle on aquatic habitat, fencing is not considered 

necessary in the FROG Project design. However, if funds permit, partial fencing may be added to facilitate 

aquatic plant growth to maximize frog and gartersnake abundance. 

Need for Native Fish Use in Private Ponds 

A key objective of FROG Project is to engage private citizens in aquatic species conservation in the greater 

Empire Valley region. This is critical to the conservation goal of this project. Without support from private 

citizens and local agencies such as schools, proliferation of harmful non-native species will continue to 

accelerate in the region. The ultimate consequence will be the invasion of Cienega Creek by species that 

cannot be controlled and will eliminate one or more T&E species. 
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Our information based on interaction with private pond owners during this project and over many years 

previously is clear. While willing and interested, private landowners’ first, and last, question is, “can I replace 

my non-native species with native species?” With conservation authorities currently having neither the ability to 

forbid the use of non-native species nor to adequately permit the use of native species, fishes especially, the 

proliferation of non-natives and the risk of their escape into sensitive habitat cannot be controlled. We 

emphasize this here with the understanding of the considerable legal and funding complications this presents. 

Private pond owners require mosquito control. The only viable option for them, based on our interactions and 

understanding of their interests, abilities, and patience, is the use of fish. The most feasible method for 

eliminating the use of the Mosquitofish would be to offer the Gila Topminnow in its stead. Other options are 

possible, such as recommending the use of non-native fishes such as Goldfish or Guppies. However, Goldfish 

eat leopard frog larvae and are likely to eliminate breeding (P. Rosen, unpublished), while Guppies die en 

masse overwinter, requiring annual re-establishment and making their use unappealing to holders of private 

ponds. Similar problems arise with suggestions to use other non-native fishes; it might also be argued that 

Mosquitofish pose little risk of escaping into Cienega Creek from the dispersed sources in private hands, but 

here we emphasize that even a “little” risk involving a species known to rapidly and almost invariably eliminate 

the Gila Topminnow, is unacceptable. 

In some cases, private pond owners strongly desire recreational fishing, which is the reason for many of the 

ponds in question. The use of relatively non-invasive exotic sportfishes, which, in a cienega setting might 

include largemouth bass, bluegill sunfish, channel catfish, and trout, may present relatively small risk to the 

native fishes in the creek. However, this is not rigorously demonstrated, and a better solution would be a 

mechanism combining use of the Gila Chub for fishing. We recognize this seems, administratively, especially 

intractable at present. A solution to this conundrum would establish useful conservation populations of the Gila 

Chub, as well as protect this species from future exotic species problems in its core wild habitats. 

From the standpoint of our project, these secondary issues involving native fishes directly constrain our ability 

to accomplish our primary goal of Chiricahua Leopard Frog recovery and primary objective of engaging the 

community in aquatic species conservation. Administratively, it is unlikely that native frog establishment would 

be permitted at private sites with exotic fishes. More critically, without the authority and ability to offer  both 

native frogs and native fishes, many or most private pond owners will not even engage in the transformation of 

their ponds from exotic to native species. Put simply, private owners find it astonishing that agencies 

attempting to recover native species are unable or unwilling to provide for use of native species. 

A key FROG Project objective, therefore, is to engage private citizens around the core of the Las Cienegas 

NCA in Safe Harbor Agreements to support use of native aquatic species instead of potentially harmful non-

natives. Within this context, FROG Project is attempting to highlight the need for legally responsible agencies 

to permit private landowners ready access to native species. 

Propagation of native fishes such as topminnows and chubs in the sites described in the following gazetteer 

would help supply stock that could be used in private ponds. 

Vegetation Recommendations and Management for Native Species Pond Sites 

Native aquatic plants generally support healthy pond ecosystems and provide benefits for the food base and 

predator avoidance of native aquatic species. However, extremely dense submergent plant growth may 

facilitate predatory aquatic insect populations and reduce the abundance of small native fishes, notably the 

Gila Topminnow. Similarly, cattails (Typha sp.) and bulrushes (e.g., Scirpes americanus) can rapidly 

proliferate, eliminate sunlight penetration in the water column, reducing food supplies for tadpoles and fishes. 
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Further, bullfrog eradication is impeded by dense emergent vegetation, especially cattail. Submergent plants 

are generally amenable to control by manual and light-duty mechanical removal or thinning, whereas both 

cattails and bulrushes can become infeasible to control without expensive mechanical methods or pond 

desiccation. Generally, where the establishment of aquatic plants can be controlled, FROG Project 

recommends against inclusion of cattails and bulrushes. 

Using cattle exclusion fences that divide ponds into grazed and un-grazed sections, or exclude cattle from one 

of a twin-tank pair, it may be feasible to rotate which area cattle have access to, and thereby utilize cattle to 

regulate vegetation structure and composition. 
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Table 1. Criteria assessment of Class 1 potential renovation sites for native aquatic vertebrate restoration in the Empire Valley region, Arizona. V1-
V10 ranking values apply to the  preceding column. 

Site Name 

Habitat 

Type 

V 

1 

Water 

Source 

V 

2 Size 

V 

3 

Est. 

Depth 

V 

4 

Power 

Source 

V 

5 

Well 

Pot'l 

V 

6 

Meta-

population 

V 

7 

Comp-

lications 

V 

8 

Dist 

to 

Cr 

V 

9 

Cold 

Air  

V 

10 

Σ 

(V) 

V-

Rank 

Adopted 

Priority 
Species 

Suitability 

Irrigation Well 

earthen 

tank 3 

well / 

runoff 4 med 4 ≈1 m 3 electric 8 high 3 

lower Cienega 

/ Ranch 8 low 1 0.10 4 high -4 34 1 1 

RACH, THEQ, 

KISO 

Cienega Ranch 

Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 

well / 

runoff 4 med 4 ≈1 m 3 electric 8 high 3 

lower Cienega 

/ Ranch 8 low 1 0.30 4 high -4 34 2 2 

RACH, THEQ, 

KISO 

Oil Well Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 

runoff 

/ well 5 large 5 

≈2.5 

m 4 diesel 4 UNK 2 

upper Cienega 

Cr 8 low 1 1.50 2 med -1 32.5 3 4 

RACH, POOC, 

GIIN, THEQ 

Cinco Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 well 3 med 4 ≈1 m 3 diesel 4 high 3 

Cinco 

Windmill 8 low 1 1.00 2 low 0 31 4 5 RACH, POOC 

Bill's Tank 

earthen 
tank 3 

runoff 
/ well 5 

med-
sm 2 ≈1 m 3 diesel 4 UNK 2 

upper Cienega 
Cr 8 low 1 0.51 4 med -1 30.5 5 3 

RACH, THEQ, 
KISO 

Cottonwood 

Windmill 

earthen 
tank 3 

runoff 
/ well 5 med 4 

≈1.4 
m 3 diesel 4 UNK 2 

upper Cienega 
Cr 8 low 1 3.00 1 med -1 29.5 6 6 

RACH, POOC, 
THEQ 

Cinco Storage 

Tank 

concrete 
tank 3 well 3 

med-
sm 2 

≈1.5 
m 3 diesel 4 high 3 

Cinco 
Windmill 8 low 1 1.00 2 low 0 29 7 10 RACH, POOC 

Lane Tank 

earthen 
tank 3 

well / 
runoff 4 med 4 ≈1 m 3 diesel 4 high 3 

Cinco 
Windmill 8 low 1 0.75 3 high -4 29 8 9 RACH, THEQ 

Road Cyn Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 well 3 med 4 

≈1.5 

m 3 solar 8 good 3 

Sonoita 

Grassland NW 6 low 1 4.50 

-

1 med -1 29 9 7 

RACH, POOC, 

THEQ 

Hummel Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 

runoff 

/ well 5 large 5 

≈1.5 

m 3 diesel 4 high 3 

Sonoita 

Grassland NW 6 low 1 1.80 2 high -4 28 10 8 

RACH, THEQ, 

POOC 

Frog Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 well 3 med 4 ≈1 m 3 diesel 4 high 3 

lower Cienega 

/ Ranch 8 med 

-

1 0.14 4 

med-

high -3 28 11 11 

RACH, THEQ, 

KISO 

Johnson Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 

runoff 

/ well 5 large 5 

≈2.5 

m 4 diesel 4 UNK 2 

Sonoita 

Grassland NW 6 low 1 4.00 

-

1 med -1 27.5 12 13 

RACH, POOC, 

THEQ 

Road Well 

earthen 

tank 3 well 3 

med-

sm 2 ≈1 m 3 electric 8 UNK 2 Empire Gulch 3 low 1 0.95 3 low 0 27.5 13 12 

RACH, POOC, 

THEQ 

Maternity Well 

Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 well 3 med 4 ≈1 m 3 electric 8 high 3 Empire Gulch 3 low 1 4.55 

-

1 low 0 27 14 14 

RACH, POOC, 

THEQ 

Lower Spgwater 

Windmill 

concrete 

tank 3 well 3 

med-

sm 2 

≈1.8 

m 3 solar 8 low 2 

Springwater 

Bajada 4 low 1 2.00 1 low 0 27 15 15 RACH, POOC 

New Well 

earthen 

tank 3 well 3 med 4 

≈1.5 

m 3 diesel 4 high 3 

Springwater 

Bajada 4 low 1 1.50 2 low 0 27 16 16 RACH, POOC 

Empire Well 

Tank 

earthen 
tank 3 well 3 med 4 ≈1 m 3 electric 8 high 3 Empire Gulch 3 med 

-
1 5.35 

-
1 low 0 25 17 17 

RACH, POOC, 
THEQ 

Enzenberg 

North Well 

earthen 
tank 3 

runoff 
/ well 5 med 4 ≈1 m 3 diesel 4 high 3 

lower Cienega 
/ Ranch 8 high 

-
6 1.50 2 med -1 25 18 18 

RACH, POOC, 
THEQ 

Cinco Windmill 

Wildl Water drinker 2 well 3 small 
-
4 ≈1 m 3 solar 8 mod. 2 

Cinco 
Windmill 8 low 1 1.00 2 low 0 25 19 19 RACH 

Walker Pond 

earthen 
tank 3 

runoff 
/ well 5 large 5 ≈2 m 4 electric 8 high 3 

buffer - Curly 
Horse -2 med 

-
1 2.71 0 med -1 24 20 20 

RACH. POOC, 
THEQ, GIIN 

Upper Rd Cyn 

Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 runoff 2 large 5 ≈2 m 4 none 0 UNK 2 

Sonoita 

Grassland NW 10 med 

-

1 2.55 0 med -1 23.5 21 21 RACH, THEQ 

McNally Tank 

earthen 

tank 3 runoff 2 med 4 ≈2 m 4 none 0 UNK 2 Clyne-Sands 6 UNK 0 5.98 

-

1 low 0 19.5 22 22 

RACH, POOC, 

THEQ 
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GAZETTEER OF POTENTIAL RENOVATION SITES FOR NATIVE SPECIES RESTORATION 

The following annotated listing is organized alphabetically by “metapopulation” clusters (shown 

diagrammatically in Fig. 1) and by name within the clusters.   

Figures in the gazetteer are provided to help clarify the proposed design and work plan concepts. they have 

sufficient resolution to be viewed as full-screen images on a high resolution monitor. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Cinco Windmill-Cinco Well-Lane Tank cluster of potential renovation sites. The fences shown at 
Cinco Ponds and the AGFD wildlife drinker have already been constructed.  
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Site Name Cinco Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 5 

        

    Location WGS1984 540482   3516529 Metapopulation Cinco Windmill 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 24 Elev. (ft) = 4535 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence low Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 1 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle, hunting 

    Proposed Work at Site 

     -- Install solar power / pump at Cinco Well (will accommodate Cinco Tank, storage 
tank, cattle drinkers, and Lane Tank). 
  -- Bury water pipeline. 
  -- Seal tank with bentonite (an absorbent aluminium phyllosilicate) clay. 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Fence to exclude cattle. 
 

    Information Needed 
   Can or should the work needed be fast-tracked? 

Further Annotations 
   See Fig. 4.  Improvements for livestock are not planned for 3-4 years (Ian); waterline exists from Cinco 

Well 540538 3516450 
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Site Name Lane Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 9 

        

    Location WGS1984 539692   3516358 Metapopulation Cinco Windmill 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 31 Elev. (ft) = 4451 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source Well / runoff Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 0.75 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install solar power / pump at Cinco Well (see preceding site page). 

  -- Bury water pipeline near well and under road. 
  -- Seal tank with bentonite. 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Partially fence to accommodate cattle. 

    Information Needed 
   Can or should the work needed be fast-tracked? 

Further Annotations 
   Improvements not planned for 3-4 years (Ian; exposed pipe (from Cinco Well 540538 3516450) runs long 

distance: almost a mile. 
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Site Name Cinco Storage Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 10 

        

    Location WGS1984 540808   3516481 Metapopulation Cinco Windmill 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 33 Elev. (ft) = 4553 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC 
  

    Habitat Type above ground Size Med-small 

Water Source well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1.5 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 0 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install solar power / pump at Cinco Well (see Cinco Tank site page).. 

  -- Attach T, valves, and pipeline to supply storage tank. 
  -- Seal concrete storage tank. 

Information Needed 
   Can or should the work needed on the wildlife drinkers be fast-tracked? 

Further Annotations 
   This site will be storage tank for livestock drinkers. Concrete tank can be easily ramped with rocks for 

wildlife access and within a few meters of AGFD wildlife drinker. Improvements planned in 3-4 years (Ian), 
could be fast-tracked. 
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Site Name 
Cinco Windmill 
Wildlife Water 

Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 19 

        

    Location WGS1984 540813   3516574 Metapopulation Cinco Windmill 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 32 Elev. (ft) = 4546 
  

    Species Suitability RACH 
  

    Habitat Type drinker Size small 

Water Source well Power Source solar 

  
Well Potential moderate 

    Permanence moderate Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  moderate 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 1 Ownership State?/AGFD 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 5 Management AGFD 

  
Current Uses Wildlife 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Reach agreement including aquatic species use of terrestrial wildlife water site. 

  -- Leopard frogs expected to colonize from adjoining renovation sites. 

Information Needed 
   Will Cinco Well renovation occur in timely fashion? 

Further Annotations 
   Bathtub sized drinker with underground reservoir, steel rail fence. Frogs would colonize from other 

Metapopulation sites nearby. 
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Fig. 5. Clyne-Sands ranch area cluster of potential renovation sites and perennial sites for aquatic 
species. 
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Site Name McNally Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 22 

        

    Location WGS1984 548657   3515557 Metapopulation Clyne-Sands 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 36 Elev. (ft) = 5227 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source runoff Power Source none 

  
Well Potential unknown 

    Permanence moderate Depth Notes ≈ 2 m 

Certainty of Permanence  moderate 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 5.98 Ownership PIMA 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 1 Management PIMA? 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Drill well. 

  -- Install solar power / pump. 
  -- Install and bury pipeline. 
  -- Seal tank with bentonite. 

Information Needed 
   Can this be developed? 

Further Annotations 
   See Fig. 5. This tank may be part of a cluster of sites including Clyne Pond on LCNCA and tanks on Clyne 

Ranch that will be suitable for native species when exotic species removal is completed. McNally Tank 
could connect this cluster to Bear Spring and Simpson Spring in the Whetstone Mountains via frog 
dispersal. 
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Site Name Road Well 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 12 

        

    Location WGS1984 536764   3518595 Metapopulation Empire Gulch 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 18 Elev. (ft) = 4442 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size Med-small 

Water Source well Power Source electric 

  
Well Potential unk 

    Permanence unk Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  unk 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 0.95 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Use existing electric power / pump. 

  -- Install and bury pipeline, including under medium-sized wash. 
  -- Repair berm, seal with bentonite. 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Partially (?) fence to accommodate cattle. 

    Information Needed 
   Who pays electric bill?  

Further Annotations 
   The position of Road Well is shown in Fig. 2. The electric well is at 536783 3518562; livestock drinker is 

planned in a couple years (Ian). 
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Site Name Maternity Well Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 14 

        

    Location WGS1984 531659   3514136 Metapopulation Empire Gulch 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 34 Elev. (ft) = 4817 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source well Power Source electric 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  medium 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 4.55 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 0.09 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Use existing electric power / pump. 

  -- Add overflow pipe (?). 
  -- Add seal with bentonite (?), design overflow for twin tank (?). 
  -- Partially fence to accommodate cattle. 

    Information Needed 
   Who pays electric bill? Outflow pipe needed? Should frogs be established in concrete tank without 

egress-ingress? 

    

Further Annotations 
   The position of Maternity Well and Tank is shown in Fig. 2. This site may link frogs in the Santa Rita 

metapopulation to those in the valley; heavy cow use; concrete storage tank is sealed and ready; drinker 
system installation planned (2011 - Ian) 
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Site Name Empire Well Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 17 

        

    Location WGS1984 530087   3516390 Metapopulation Empire Gulch 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 10 Elev. (ft) = 4812 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source well Power Source electric 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 5.35 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 0.5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Design install water pipelines needed. 

  -- Partially fence main tank; or expand subsidiary tank. 
  -- Improve tertiary overflow area. 
  -- Repair / upgrade berm(s) and outflow pipe(s). 

    Information Needed 
   Who pays electric bill? What is optimal design for wetted areas? 

Further Annotations 
   The position of Empire Well Tank is shown in Fig. 2. This site may link frogs in the Santa Rita 

metapopulation to those in the valley. Power works but heavy cow use; future plans for 15,000 storage & 
4 800-gal drinkers (Ian). 
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Fig. 6. Lower Cienega / Ranch cluster of potential renovation sites for native aquatic species. The 
positions of Frog and Enzenberg North tank sites is in Fig. 2 (see Fig. 7 for expanded view of the 
Enzenberg North Well area). 
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Site Name Irrigation Well 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 1 

        

    Location WGS1984 538890   3520705 Metapopulation lower Cienega / Ranch 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 30 Elev. (ft) = 4312 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, THEQ, KISO 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source Well / runoff Power Source electric 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 0.1 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 9 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Re-attach electric line at pole at well. 

  -- Deepen (?) and seal tank with bentonite. 
  -- Add overflow pipe (?). 
  -- Add bentonite seal, design overflow for twin tank (?). 
  -- Fence to partially exclude cattle. 

    Information Needed 
   Who pays electric bill? 

Further Annotations 
   Electric line may be repaired in 2011 (Ian). 
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Site Name Cienega Ranch Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 2 

        

    Location WGS1984 539785   3521684 Metapopulation lower Cienega / Ranch 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 6 Elev. (ft) = 4309 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, THEQ, KISO 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source Well / runoff Power Source electric 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 0.3 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 7 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Bury pipeline from House Well to tank. 

  -- Install T, valve, and pipeline to upper tank. 
  -- Deepen (?) and seal upper tank with bentonite. 
  -- Add overflow pipe for upper tank. 
  -- Fence upper tank to exclude cattle. 

    Information Needed 
   Who pays electric bill? 

Further Annotations 
   Twin tanks exists. Lower tank being used for livestock, upper tank abandoned, easily convertible to 

habitat. Pond 2: 539897 3521766. Pipe line already hooked to house well, in sacaton (may not need to be 
completely buried). No drinkers planned. 
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Site Name Frog Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 11 

        

    Location WGS1984 540596   3524865 Metapopulation lower Cienega / Ranch 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 87 Elev. (ft) = 4170 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, THEQ, KISO 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 0.14 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Clarify plans for cattle use of well / site (Ian). 

  -- Install solar power / pump. 
  -- Bury water pipeline. 
  -- Seal tank with bentonite. 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Fence to partially exclude cattle. 

    Information Needed 
   Need specifics (Ian) of longer-term plans for large well and associated pipeline(s) and use(s). 

Further Annotations 
   Will be improved (Ian, 4-5 years) with big pump and solar to supply piped water (ca. 3 mi)  to Empire Mtns 

drinkers, but should still support Frog Tank. 
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Site Name 
Enzenberg North 
Well 

Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 18 

        

    Location WGS1984 537979   3521285 Metapopulation lower Cienega / Ranch 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 5 Elev. (ft) = 4378 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source Runoff / well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence low Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 1.5 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 6.5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install solar power / pump. 

  -- Install and bury water pipeline. 
  -- Seal tank with bentonite. 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Fence to exclude cattle from main frog tank. 

Information Needed 
   Need information on how to accommodate cows? 

Further Annotations 
   Twin tanks exist, medium tank above wash, large ephemeral pond in bermed wash. Strong well (538031 

3521384); tank ephemeral (538064 3521303). Well with large pump for drinkers near Diamond A Windmill 
area planned for 3-4 years (Ian). 
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Fig. 7. Detail of potential renovation design at North Enzenberg Tank, near Cienega Ranch. 
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Fig. 8. Sonoita Grasslands NW cluster of potential renovation sites, with position of Oil Well Tank (upper Cienega 
cluster) and ephemeral upper reach of Cienega Creek shown. 
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Site Name Road Cyn Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 7 

        

    Location WGS1984 540866   3511406 Metapopulation Sonoita Grassland NW 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 13 Elev. (ft) = 4642 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source well Power Source solar 

  
Well Potential good 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1.5 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 4.5 Ownership State 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 2.7 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle, Conservation 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- To be clarified by AGFD and BLM. 

Information Needed 
   AGFD - BLM plan outline 

Further Annotations 
   To be clarified by AGFD and BLM. Position of site shown in Fig. 2. 
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Site Name Hummel Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 8 

        

    Location WGS1984 538757   3512941 Metapopulation Sonoita Grassland NW 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 52 Elev. (ft) = 4512 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, THEQ, POOC 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size large 

Water Source Runoff / well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence low Depth Notes ≈ 1.5 m (?) 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 1.81 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 1.74 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install solar power / pump. 

   -- Seal tank with bentonite (?). 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Fence to exclude cattle from part of tank. 
  -- Upgrade rest of fence around tank as needed. 

    Information Needed 
    

Further Annotations 
   Close to Road Cyn Tank and exotics buffer, but in middle of mainstem above perennial creek. Position of 

site shown in Fig. 2. 
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Site Name Johnson Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 13 

        

    Location WGS1984 537221   3510682 Metapopulation Sonoita Grassland NW 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 11 Elev. (ft) = 4618 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size large 

Water Source Runoff / well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential unk 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 2.5 m 

Certainty of Permanence  low 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 4 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 0.5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Evaluate water permanence. 

  -- Install solar power / pump (?). 
  -- Seal tank with bentonite. 
  -- Fence to partially exclude cattle (?) 

    Information Needed 
   Permanence / need for solar pump needs to be confirmed? Is cattle exclusion required? 

Further Annotations 
   Naturally deep tank, looks suitable for frogs as is. Position of site shown in Fig. 2. 
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Site Name Upper Rd Cyn Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 21 

        

    Location WGS1984 543018   3511761 Metapopulation Sonoita Grassland NW 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 35 Elev. (ft) = 4750 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size large 

Water Source runoff Power Source none 

  
Well Potential unknown 

    Permanence low Depth Notes ≈ 2 m 

Certainty of Permanence  low 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 2.55 Ownership AZ ? 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 0.92 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install larger solar power / pump at Road Canyon Well (?). 

  -- Install and bury water pipeline. 
  -- Seal tank with bentonite. 
  -- Add overflow pipe (?). 
  -- Fence to exclude cattle from part of tank. 

    Information Needed 
   Should we establish Rd Cyn metapopulation of CLF? Is Road Canyon Well substantial enough to support 

an additional tank? 

Further Annotations 
   Position of site shown in Fig. 2. 
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Site Name 
Lower Springwater 
Windmill 

Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 15 

        

    Location WGS1984 541942   3518577 Metapopulation Springwater Bajada 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 15 Elev. (ft) = 4541 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC 
  

    Habitat Type Aboveground concrete tank Size Med-small 

Water Source well Power Source solar 

  
Well Potential low 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1.8 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 2 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 9 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses None or cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Restore wildlife water tank (?). 

  -- Add ramps to concrete tank and drinkers. 
  -- Dig and seal earthen pond with bentonite & add overflow pipe (?). 

Information Needed 
   Should frogs be established in concrete tank without egress-ingress? 

Further Annotations 
   Position of site shown in Fig. 2. Solar power, pump, concrete storage tank, & 2 8-ft metal drinkers in 

place, no existing pond. Concrete storage tank is sealed and ready. Nearby wildlife drinker / reservoir 
(541911 3518461) destroyed in fire. Fencing and pipeline in place, just needs fire-damaged hole cleaned 
out and sealed  
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Site Name New Well 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 16 

        

    Location WGS1984 540842   3518775 Metapopulation Springwater Bajada 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 14 Elev. (ft) = 4482 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential high 

    Permanence high Depth Notes ≈ 1.5 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 1.5 Ownership State 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 8.5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install solar power / pump. 

  -- Seal tank with bentonite (?). 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Fence to partially (?) exclude cattle from tank. 

Information Needed 
   Are drinkers planned for this site? 

Further Annotations 
   Position of site shown in Fig. 2. Improvements planned for 5 -7 years (Ian). Well at 540875 3518737 
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Fig. 9.  Upper Cienega Creek cluster of potential renovation sites showing Gardner Canyon wash bottomlands, 
Cienega Creek, and, west of Oil Well Tank, ephemeral borrow pits that may serve as frog habitat. 
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Site Name 
Cottonwood 
Windmill 

Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 6 

        

    Location WGS1984 535989   3514091 Metapopulation upper Cienega Cr 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 17 Elev. (ft) = 4531 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, POOC, THEQ 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size medium 

Water Source Runoff / well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential unk 

    Permanence low Depth Notes ≈ 1.4 m (?) 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 3 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 1.5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle, hunting 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install solar power / pump. 

  -- Install and bury water pipeline. 
  -- Deepen and seal one of the tanks with bentonite (?). 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Fence to exclude cattle from one of the tanks. 
  -- Utilize aboveground large metal storage tank for frogs (?). 

    Information Needed 
   Does earthen tank need to be sealed? Is pipe fence required, or barb-wire upgrade sufficient? Should 

frogs be established in concrete tank without egress-ingress? 

Further Annotations 
   Heavy livestock use from 3+ pastures; will be improved with drinkers (Ian). Two earthen tanks exist now; 

large metal storage tank is sealed and ready;  
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Site Name Bill's Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 3 

        

    Location WGS1984 537953   3516395 Metapopulation upper Cienega Cr 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 26 Elev. (ft) = 4439 
  

    Species Suitability RACH, THEQ, KISO 
  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size Med-small 

Water Source Runoff / well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential unk 

    Permanence low Depth Notes ≈ 1 m 

Certainty of Permanence  high 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 0.51 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 2.3 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Install solar power / pump. 

  -- Seal tank with bentonite (?). 
  -- Add overflow pipe. 
  -- Add twin tank or fence existing tank to partially (?) exclude cattle. 

Information Needed 
   Is pipe fence required, or barb-wire upgraded? 

Further Annotations 
   Heavy cattle use, no drinker planned 
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Site Name Oil Well Tank 
Site Priority 
Class: 1 

Renovation 
Priority: 4 

        

    Location WGS1984 537999   3514185 Metapopulation upper Cienega Cr 

    Verbal Location yet 

Map No. 28 Elev. (ft) = 4501 
  

    
Species Suitability 

RACH, POOC, GIIN, 
THEQ 

  

    Habitat Type earthen tank Size large 

Water Source Runoff / well Power Source diesel 

  
Well Potential unk 

    Permanence moderate Depth Notes ≈ 2.5 m 

Certainty of Permanence  moderate 
  

    Dist. to Cienega Cr. (mi) 1.5 Ownership BLM 

Dist. to Private Land (mi) 2.5 Management BLM 

  
Current Uses Cattle, hunting 

    Proposed Work at Site 
     -- Confirm degree of water permanence. 

  -- Install pipe from existing well to tank. 
  -- Fence part of tank to partially exclude cattle at low water if/when cattle       
simultaneously present. 
  -- Assure backup pump and generator available in drought emergency. 

Information Needed 
   Reported permanent; need to confirm. Is pump / power/ pipeline needed? Is fence needed?  

Further Annotations 
   Details of a potential work design are shown in Fig. 3. Naturally deep tank, looks suitable for frogs as is.. 

Oil Well (well: 538650 3513922) 0.5 mile away and across 2 washes; fence in deep end for potential cattle 
impact during drought may be needed. 

     

 


